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ABSTRACT

THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL READING LABORATORY
by
Patricia Anne Conwell
Master of Arts in Elementary Education
June, 1972
The purpose of this project was to locate as much
available information pertaining directly to the reading
laboratory in journals, magazines, microfilm, and books
as possible.

The research was then utilized to establish

a reading laboratory within each of two elementary schools
and synthesized to provide a guide for other teachers attempting a similar endeavor.
From the review of literature, certain common ele·ments within successful reading laboratories were ascertained.

These included goals and objectives, delegated

roles and responsibilities, organization related to needs,

I communication, funding, and evaluation.

This au·thor at-

ltempted to describe in detail each of these elements and

I1to

I

note the areas 1n which there was a lack of research.

The second portion of this project concerns the

v

author's endeavor to synthesize each of these elements to
create a functional elementary school reading laboratory.
Each component of the laboratory is discussed as it applied to the situation.

A detailed list of recommenda-

tions is included in the evaluation section.
In conclusion, implications for further research
are offered in addition to the general summary.
The appendices include a variety of instruments
which were found to be of value within the reading laboratory.

In addition, various scheru1les, materials, and

diagJ:ams can be found.
Hopefully, the information contained in this
project will prove valuable to others attempting to
establish a reading laboratory.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

There have been many responses to pressures that
children are not scoring well on tests that measure their
ability in reading.

Among these responses have been read·-

ing consultants, specialists, aides, and various special
federally funded programs, reading laboratories and
special reading classes.

Since this author has been in-

volved for a period o£ one year in establishing two reading laboratories, the intent o£ this thesis is to set
forth guidelines to aid one who endeavors to establish a
reading laboratory.
Available literature directly concerned with reading laboratories and clinics was reviewed and synthesized
with the hope o£ gaining insight into ·the operation o£
this tYPe o£ program.

Valuable information was obtained

by the author during visits to schools in Saugus Union
School District, Los Angeles City School District, and Las
Virgines School District.

Many materials and ideas £rom

these schools are presented in this thesise

1
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An attempt was made in the third chapter of this
thesis to summarize the reading laboratories that were
established and to demonstrate one combination of the
components essential to an effective laboratory.

The com-

ponents outlined include goals, funding, personnel, organization, environment, communication, and evaluation.
The evaluation of the program's

reco1~mendations

was

included in this chapter with the intent that those establishing future laboratories would avoid pitfalls and
utilize strengths.
The items in the appendices were intended for use
by those attempting to begin reading laboratories.

The

suggestions, diagrams, and forms should be adapted to
particular situations in order to be maximally effective.
It is to be hoped ·that this thesis will serve as an outline and benefit and encourage those who attempt to organize an elementary school reading laboratory.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

A survey of literature concerned with reading programs revealed many articles and books investigating
remediation programs, specialists, and materials, but
relatively little information was available which considered the reading laboratory as one approach to solving
remedial and corrective problems, and only one recent
article was available referring to a laboratory which
combined enrichment and remediation in reading.
Much valuable insight into the operation and purposes o£ a reading laboratory was gained by the author
during visits in Saugus Union School District, Saugus,
California, Los Angeles City School District, Los Angeles,
California, and Las Virgines School District, Hidden
Hills, California.
In the literature about reading laboratories and
through these visits, it was discovered that labs varied
greatly in their objectives, personnel, organization,
environments, communication methods, financing, and
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evaluation.

One could compare each o£ these components o£

a reading laboratory to the ingredients in a chemical
formula.

Each component is essential to the functioning

o£ the reading laboratory just as the chemicals are
essential to the performance o£ the completed formula.
The title reading laboratory referred to clinics
£or severe reading problems centralized within a county as
well as to centers manned by parent volunteers and many
other facsimiles in between.

The details involving the

components o£ the reading laboratory varied as much as
did the type o£ laboratory.

The emphasis in this project

is upon the laboratory within the school's setting,
therefore, information regarding specialized clinical
situations will be referred to only in light o£ its pertinence to the elementary school situation.

Pu~poses

o£ the Reading Laboratory

Objectives stated by those describing programs,
regardless o£ how presented or implicitly implied, are
generally aimed at improving the reading ability o£ the
children involved in the laboratory.
The Yuba County Reading Clinic (1971) stated that
their objectives were to improve reading, verbal £unctioning,
and aid the child in developing positive
attitudes
..
-

~---~~·-~-

~·~--~--·-~~~~-£~~·~~---~=---~·~·~~-~~~~~-~~~~~~---~- ~~~·~~~~--~·-·

-~~--~-~--~-~~-~--~~~-~--·-·
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toward reading.
The Intensive Reading Instructional Teams Project
in Hartford, Connec·ticut ( 1971) presented its goals as:
assisting teachers in prevention of reading failure, investigating techniques useful in the classroom, lowering
pupil teacher ratio when children were removed from
classroom, improving the self-image of pupils, and promoting the interest of parents.
Michael (1968) states there are four considerations
in developing a reading clinic: clientele, objectives,
implementing objectives, evaluating objectives.

The ob-

jectives are central to her conception of a reading
clinic.

Although many of the laboratories surveyed did

not state specific objectives, they were observable in the
organization of the laboratory, methods and materials.
Most laboratory situations included provisions for some
sort of inservice for teachers, various materials and
equipment for reading improvement and attitude improvement.

Personnel
The number of personnel and their qualifications
and titles varied almost as much as the types of reading
laboratories found in the literature.

Some reading
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laboratories or clinics are staffed with directors, reading specialists, clinicians, paid aides, volunteer aides,
secretaries, and nurses.

Others have one or more of the

above, often depending upon the finances.

In most ele-

mentary school situations, laboratories involve the
principal, staff, at least one reading teacher, possibly
paid or volunteer aides, and maybe a director.

Since

principal and staff were more than likely employed at a
school plant before the inception of the reading laboratory, the qualifications of teachers and of aides will
be further explored at this point.
McMenemy (1971) suggests that there are shortcomings among professional teachers involved in reading.
He compares Oregon to Wisconsin because of Wisconsin's
seeming lack of standards for reading specialists and
Oregon's seeming maximum standards.

He states that we

need reading teachers who teach aggressively, think
positively, and who work at the task, not teachers who
teach off the top of their heads, but teachers who have
multiple methods at their command.
Share, a principal (1971) asks the following questions about reading specialists:

7

1.

Do they relate to people?

2.

How well informed are they about how
kids learn?

3.

How well do they understand language of
children coming to school?

4.

How well can they teach tools of
communication?

5.

How well do they appraise children?

6.

How well do they know and use many
approaches to reading?

7.

How well do they know how to develop
independent reading?

Morrison (1971) hires clinicians who are good
listeners, receptive to innovations in materials and
methods, proficient in using diagnosis and prescription,
·effective in the classroom, and are knowledgeable about
reading disability.
In Hartford, Connecticut (1971), reading teachers
are required to have a certification in teaching and an
ability to relate in a team.
During visitations, the author discovered some
laboratory teachers had a reading course background in
diagnosis and prescription and some had only classroom
experience.

All of the teachers interviewed seemed to

display empathy with the children, understanding of their
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problems, an understanding o£ diagnosis (even i£ they had
no formal reading background), an ability to relate to
adults and children, and organizational skills.
The qualifications and roles o£ persons involved
in the laboratory must vary depending on the program.
It seems that formal knowledge and coursework pertaining
to reading could be a debating point in selection o£ a
reading teacher.
background is

a

In this author's opinion, a reading
great asset in establishing a reading

laboratory, diagnosing and prescribing £or reading problems, and selecting equipment.

Formal coursework could

not instill rapport or ability to relate to children and
adults within a person who did not have those qualities.
Although no formal data was available concerning
either paid aides or volunteer aides in specific reading
laboratories, at Woodlake Avenue Elementary School,
Woodland Hills, California (1971), some light was shed on
the subject.

Volunteer parent aides who are warm,

interested, and dependable, are used in this middle-class
school.

Each parent is trained (after school) by the

teacher coordinator in conjunction with the parent coordinator who arranges schedules to enable each aide to
manage a specific reading center within the laboratory.
_ <:::~~~-~f"OOD1

teacher~~~ diagnose

the

~obleJIL~to

be corrected
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and schedule the child into the lab at a specific skill
center.

Those districts who have paid aides could easily

train certain aides for the reading laboratory.
Once personnel for the laboratory has been selected, functional roles must be established.

Here, the

roles of the principal, coordinator, teacher and aides
will be discussed.
In Brevard County (1970), the role of the principal is defined:

11 He selected laboratory teacher, coordi-

nates personnel, checks budget, planning, and implementation.11

Some of these duties could be implemented by a

director if the project involved more than one school.
The laboratory manual for Brevard County (1970) states
that the laboratory teachers and the classroom teachers
are to identify needs and recommend individual pupils for
the program, conduct joint conferences concerning all
children involved, and work with disabled readers using
positive corrective techniques.
In the Yuba County Reading Clinic (1971), theresource teacher is responsible for demonstration lessons
and acts as a liaison between staff and departments in
addition to the other above duties.
Share (1971) delegates the responsibilities in
what he terms the 11 R3C 11 concept, reading center, reading
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committee, reading coordinator.

He states the duties of

the coordinator are to provide leadership for the committee, develop and maintain a school reading center,
teach reading, be an International Reading Association
representative to ac·t as a resource in reading, and work
with the principal on organization matters.

The reading

committee is responsible for evaluating the program,
helping new teachers, promoting the program to parents,
planning reading programs for faculty meetings, and aiding
in selection of new materials.

He suggests that materials

should be centralized in the lab with a check-out system
except part of the basal program.
Aides can be responsible for directing lessons in
the specific skills for which they have been trained, as
at Woodlake Avenue Elementary School and at Prairie Street
Elementary School in Los Angeles {1971).

In these cases

the classroom teacher must diagnose the child's needs and
prescribe the correct center.

Other schools, such as the

Detroit Public Schools (1967), utilized the aide for
clerical tasks such as duplicating materials and keeping
records.
Morrison {1970) suggests the use of a secretary
who relates well to children, to operate the library areas,

11

take charge of ordering films, record keeping, etc.
A director responsible for training staff members
and for implementing the project could be hired.

Some

districts, such as Saugus Union School District and Yuba
County, utilize an assistant Superintendent's time by
making the reading project part of his duties.

This

author concludes that the formal position of director is
not necessary except possibly in organization and training.
Once the number and qualifications of personnel
directly involved in the reading laboratory have been
established, the roles and responsibilities of these
people must be delegated.

This can be effected by a com-

mittee, administrator, or individuals involved.

It seems

that a small representative committee could be most effective as its members would be liaisons for all other
segments of the staff a:h:d community.

Environment

Environment is an extremely important ingredient
in the laboratory formula.
visited varied greatly.

Environments surveyed and

Some programs such as the Topeka

Reading Clinic (1971) and Dade

Count~

Florida (1969) were

housed in portable trailers and moved between two or more

I schools.

Others, as in Yuba County (1971) and Hartford,

!__=-'--~·~~~~~~~~-~~~~~--- ~-~~~~·~-·~~=--·

-----~--~--~·-~-~--~~=~~~-~~~----·
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Connecticut (1971) had a building centralized to which
children could be transported.

All laboratories had

provision for storage and placement of equipment and
materials as well as working space for groups of children.
Since esthetics are somewhat contributory to success and
mood, a digression made here will describe two laboratories in which the environment was very esthetically
pleasing while remaining functional.

The two laboratories

here depicted were actually visited by the author.

No

literature was available that contained detailed description o£ the environment.
At Prairie Street School (1971) the center housed
in a bungalow was decorated in complimentary colors.
Areas for each station, e.g. listening, Craig Reader games,
were painted an identifying

co~or

and had matching £urni-

ture to suit the activity.

Where carrels were required,

wooden ones were utilized.

The walls, carpets, and fur-

niture were color-coordinated by an interior designer who
contributed her time, while painting and carpet installation were accomplished by parents and community members.
At Woodlake Avenue Elementary School (1971),
parents also contributed time to beautify the laboratory.
It is designed £or primary children and is set in a sunny
environment using yellow and lime green.

Children's
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furniture was painted yellow with bookcases and storage
being located at the correct height for elementary children.

Small tables are used at each learning station with

the exception of the language experience puppet center and
the library area.

The former is centered around an at-

tractive stage full of puppets with which children could
express themselves, while the latter contains a shaggy
rug, beanbag chairs, and many colorful children's books.
Throughout the literature, suggestions for the
reading laboratory environment can be located.
The Brevard County Reading Laboratory Manual
(1970) suggests the following guidelines when deciding
upon placement of equipment and centers.

Plugs for lis-

tening equipment, screens for visual projection, isolated
areas for such things as the language master which might
distract others, small group areas, independent study
areas with visual accents at each area, are major considerations.

The teacher should also note such things as

the proximity of diagnostic materials to the area where
diagnosis takes place.

The manual suggests several room

arrangements.
Martin (1970) provides a checklist for planning
special reading facilities:
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consideration must be made in order to insure that equipment can be effectively used and stored and that productive effort can take place within the environment.

Organization

Organization is a prime ingredient in the laboratory formula.

It must first be determined which children

will receive priority, how referrals will be made, which
kinds of tests will be utilized, what type of scheduling
will best suit the needs of children, what kinds of
materials and equipment will be most useful.
Priorities are difficult to establish.

Some pro-

grams are directed at first and/or second graders.

These

programs in Connecticut {1971) and California (Miller
Unruh) emphasize preventative rather than remedial teaching.

Other special reading is provided with third through

sixth graders as a target group.

This seems more preva-

lent for actual laboratories because of independent study
skills required in a lab.

In these laboratories, such as

Yuba County Reading Center (1971), Dade County, Florida
(1971), and the laboratory mentioned by Davidoff {1971},
children aided through corrective reading and individual
attention improve their reading skills.
--~~~--~---~---------------------------J
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File spaces
Storage spaces
Shelving
Desk and table space
Display area £or work and progress charts
Space £or materials preparation
Electrical outlets
Wheeled cars
Testing and tutoring rooms
Space £or small group work
Darkening equipment
Professional reference shelf
Carpeted reading corner
Movable room divider
Projection screen
Provision £or hanging charts
Acoustical panels
Walls and ceilings
Full length mirror
Typewriter stands
Toilet facilities
Carrels

He suggests that carrels be scaled to size o£ table
and desks although they could be movable.

Furniture, he

states, should be movable and comfortable, while carpeting can provide a degree o£ soundproofing.

He suggests

that a minimum o£ thirty square feet o£ floor space exelusive o£ storage per reader is necessary £or a modern
program.

While Martin's ideas may seem somewhat extrava-

gant, the suggestions are certainly worth consideration.
Regardless o£ the room or mobile facility available, the environment must be conducive to the reading
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In middle schools (6-8) such as Lindero Middle
School in Agoura, California (1971) and Concord Middle
School in Concord, Massachusetts (1971), children
assigned to the laboratory are scheduled into it as a
regular part o£ their classes as a substitute £or required
English classes.

At a time when the child is ready to

return to English at Lindero Middle School, he is
transitioned into the English program.
In addition to the target group, priorities must
be based on deficiencies in reading and capacity £or
learning.

Smith (1970) states that there are two types o£

remedial readers;

one who can benefit £rom small group

instruction and one who has a severe reading problem.
Each o£ these readers must be considered in a different
light £or participation.
The criteria in the Milwaukee (1971) Program was
an average I.Q., in the lower two-thirds o£ the class and
one other deficiency such as language, poor attendance.
A child must be placed in Open Highways or special
reading in order to qualify £or the laboratory in Brevard
County Schools (1971).
Stevens (1971) suggests that remedial candidates
should have a measured discrepancy between achievement and
~···~~~~!.c:!:.~~~~~_ye~~~s-~~~~er_ll;tined by the BonC!_~Tii?:ke_£_£?~~IE:ula__
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and have an I.Q. of ninety in order to qualify £or the
laboratory program.
In Worcester, Massachusetts Public School (1969),
priority was given to the child who was one year below
grade level and o£ normal intelligence.
A Nashville Junior High School Program (1970) requires that a reading laboratory student be at least two
years behind 1n reading and have a seventy-five IeQ.
A unique program at Concord Middle School ( 1971)
operates on a modular scheduling principle.

Development-

a:).., remedial, and enrichment programs are effectively
combined.
Some schools surveyed considered only children
not reading up to their potentials, while others try to
give the slow-learning child the most reading aid.

Re-

gardless o£ opinion, some priority concerning admittance
must be determined.

Some schools discussed seemed to

have no real criteria such as Brevard County (1970) although possibly the special reading classes had criteria
not mentioned in the lab manual.

Other schools con-

sidered reading level exclusive o£ capacity such as Lindero
Middle School (1971) while others used the expectancy
level formula o£ Bond Tinker to determine eligibility.
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Most schools employed interest inventories, one or a
combination of formal diagnostic tests, intelligence
tests, and perceptual tests.
diagnosis are
Agoura.

~n

Informal tests for ongoing

use at Yerba Buena Elementary School in

These tests have been prepared by the teachers

to test the goals and objectives that were built into the
program.

The literature generally alluded to tests and

procedures although specific information was unavailable
in most cases.

Specific interest inventories were not

mentioned in literature with the exception of Brevard
County Laboratory Manual (1971) which had a short form,
although writers noted their importance.
One must not overlook physical handicaps when
diagnosing reading difficulties.

Some of the clinics such

as the Topeka Reading Clinic (1971) had their own facilities to check eyesight and hearing, but elementary schools
often must refer the child to outside sources.
To conclude this brief review of diagnostic procedures used in reading laboratories, Morrison (1970)
suggests the Robinson's specific steps in diagnosis be
utilized.
1.

The following are six of them:
Secure as much information possible and
record on a case history blank.

I

Obtain most accurate information on the
~~--- _~~-----<::~} d-~~ . r ~a§i:_l2_9~1 ev~~~~--~-~--~--~--------·---------~--~~--- _.
2.
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3.

Use a standardized reading survey which
includes oral and silent reading.

4.

Analyze data to determine extent o£ problems.

5.

Make a detailed analysis o£ the nature o£
the reading problem.

6.

Identify £actors which may inhibit reading
process (visual, auditory, emotional).

I£ the laboratory teacher::has some knowledge o£ the
diagnostic process he can utilize it to the most practical
extent for his particular situation.

Diagnosis must be

continuous and new prescriptions must be followed ln order
to achieve success for the handicapped reader.
After careful screening has been completed, the
laboratory teacher or coordinator must arrange schedules
to meet the child's needs as well as his classroom
teacher's.

Since a reading laboratory necessitates pull-

ing the children from the regular classroom, scheduling
must interfere as little as possible with that in the
room.

DeChant (1968) suggests that remedial instruction

be given during a subject matter class which requires
reading, presumably not his regular reading time.

Art,

P.E., music, and recess are activities ·remedial children
usually enjoy so interference with these subjects should
be avoided, which makes scheduling somewhat difficult.
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Hartford, Connecticut (1971) employed an unusual
schedule in their Title I laboratory project.

Groups of

ten-eleven first and second grade children were sent by
bus to three centers for a ten-week block of time during
the morning.

At the center the morning was divided into

three fifty-minute blocks of time each devoted to either
decoding, basal reading or language development, and
visual perception.

In the afternoon the children were

bussed to their home school.
Johnson (1969) noted in White Plains, New York,
that groups o£ eight-ten children at the same instructional level attend a center established for severe remedial
cases for two hours and fifteen minutes each day, five
days a week.
Brevard County (1970) scheduled each pupil for onehal£ hour to one hour in the center.

Limitations were

placed on the actual number o£ children regularly scheduled into the laboratory.

There was a minimum daily load

of thirty children and a maximum daily load o£ sixty

children.

Sixty per cent of the pupils had to have at-

tended school four years or less.
In the Topeka Reading Clinic (1971), children with
severe disability received intensive instruction one to
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five l;murs per week, often after school.

One-third of the

time is spent by the child in group activity while twothirds is devoted to individual assignments.
Although Morrison (1970) does not mention overall
scheduling, a laboratory plan is presented.

One hour

which could be broken into fifteen-minute segments, is
spent in the lab, which includes individual or small group
instruction, individual work on machines or specific skill
building, supervised library reading or language experience.
Children can be scheduled for a short period of
time daily or for long intense sessions less often.

Care

must be exercised so as to interfere with the child's
regular class-schedule as little as possible.

The child

must be made aware o£ his schedule and the importance that
he adhere to it.

The classroom teacher can help greatly

by fostering a responsible attitude in the child.

I£ the

child sees success and feels motivated to read, problems
of attendance should be lessened considerably.

Prescription becomes the focal point once the
child is actually attending the laboratory sessions regularly.

It must be kept in mind that the laboratory pro-

gram must augment the regular developmental reading
-~ro~~~~--~~ th_~ cla~~~s:ro~~·~_

_Qnce _th~~ cla_§~room teac~§~_~_a!ld ___ _
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the laboratory teacher have set forth a basic program
for the child based on the diagnostic findings, materials

and equipment in the laboratory should be utilized as
effectively as possible.

These materials must be as

motivating as possible and should be somewhat different
than those available in the regular reading program.

Most

of the programs surveyed or visited had materials and

machines available for the four basic areas mentioned by
Morrison, context skills, including readiness, auditory
skill building, decoding, comprehension, language experience and enrichment.

Care must be exercised to select

the most appropriate durable materials within budget
limits.
Organization is necessary to keep a balance in the
reading laboratory.

The organizer in the laboratory must

keep in mind the objectives of the laboratory when deciding priorities, diagnostic tools, referral procedures,
scheduling, and materials and equipment to be used in
order to implement them effectively and expeditiously.

Communication

Many ingredients are important to the success of
the reading laboratory, but if communication is measured
it should probably be two parts for each part of the other
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ingredients.

Communication between laboratory teachers

and the staff, children, and parents, is essential to the
effectiveness of the program.
The communication between the laboratory teacher
and the child is extremely important.

The child must be

made to feel important and successful through the open
communication established by the laboratory teacher.

No

official data concerned with teacher-child communication
were evident in the literature.
The laboratory teachers and staff must be able to
relate to one another and to the youngsters in their
classes.

Communication between staff and the laboratory

teacher was deemed important in the literature and
visitations, but specific suggestions were not mentioned
in most articles.
At Yerba Buena Elementary School, Agoura, California (1971), the reading resource teacher primarily communicated verbally with the teacher.

Aides at Woodlake

Avenue Elementary School in Woodland Hills, California,
also communicated verbally with the child's classroom
teacher through the teacher coordinator.
The Brevard County Reading Laboratory Manual (1970)
recommended a conference after the referral between the
L~-~~~~!_<:>.:::>' _!~acher and __ th~-~~~-~~_!oo~__!eacher, but ~<:t_c:!~~no__
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further specific recommendations.
Morrison (1970) suggests that the child's daily
plans be stapled to his folder, thus some record can be
kept.

Communication between parent and teacher is

recommended by Morrison (1970), Yuba County (1971), Topeka
Reading Clinic (1971) through a parent conference.

The

Hartford Intensive Reading Program (1971) offered the
following suggestions for parents of first graders: read
peoms and short stories; make up stories about pictures;
make a scrapbook of pictures; point out signs; draw at
home; have chores at home; listen to directions; talk with
your child about his observations.
More specific suggestions for communication should
be made available especially by those who have had success
in this very difficult area that is so essential to an
effective reading program.

Finances

Prior to establishing a reading laboratory, a budge
(no matter how limited) must be provided.

Without this,

equipment, materails, and personnel cannot even be added
to the reading laboratory formula.

Tl!:ere are some simple

means by which money for special projects can be obtained.

- ~- ~ ~- - ·-. -~------~---~---~----------~---~--~-----~-----~~-----~-~---- ---~I
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Many o£ the programs surveyed and visited had some
Title I funds.

Title I provides special financing £or

compensatory education

£rom the Federal Government, al-

lotted according to the special needs o£ each specific
project.

Information is available through the various

district offices.
The Title I programs surveyed and their costs were
as follows:
Detroit Public Schools {1971)
($390 per pupil above base cost)

$872,042

Pojaoque, New Mexico (1971)
($681 per pupil above base cost)

24,250

Yuba County Reading Clinic (1971)
($300 per pupil above base cost)

175,000200,000

Hartford, Connecticut (1971)

40,000

The costs o£ these projects may seem extremely
high, however, the available money can be utilized judiciously and stretched to meet the program need.

I£ a

program 1s ineligible £or Title I financing, it can start
on a small scale and equipment and materials can be added
as money becomes available.

Although these programs are

not as elaborate, they can be effective as we have seen
in the case of Prairie Street School in Los Angeles (1971),
which received a small amount of government money and
raised the remainder through community effor-ts, and in the
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case o£ Woodlake Elementary School in Woodland Hills,
which raised the total amount through community efforts
and part o£ the regular budget.
Methods o£ funding for personnel can be obtained
through shifting o£ personnel, as the Saugus School in
Saugus, California, found prior to receiving a Title I
grant.

Each upper-grade teacher added five children to

his regular class size which allowed one teacher to
specialize in reading and organize the reading laboratory.
Although money

lS

always a problem, it is not

insurmountable as can be seen by the above examples.

Evaluation

I£ a scientist did not test his formula, he would
never know its effectiveness.

So it is with the reading

laboratory -evaluation must check effectiveness.

Evalua-

tion must be made o£ the children's progress and o£ the
program.

Actual reading gains can be checked with a post-

test, but less tangible gains such as attitude and teacher
opinion are more difficult to measure.
Rauch (1970) states that in order to evaluate a
reading program, roles o£ the evaluator need to be clarified, data must be collected, observations made, interviews arranged, and teacher opinion surveyed.
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The role o£ the evaluator depends on the personnel
involved.

Although not alluded to in the literature, each

district has its own means for evaluating personnel.

The

literature concentrated on program evaluation, generally
based on teacher opinion surveys.
The only specific evaluation form mentioned in the
literature was in the Detroit Public Schools (1971).

All

that was required by the teacher was to fill out the
child's name and answer a series o£ yes or no questions:
Since

- - -enrolled,

Since

have you noticed attitude changes?

enrolled, have you noticed changes in the

quality o£ his schoolwork?
Since______enrolled, has he read for pleasure?
Do you £eel benefits compensate for the loss o£ time
from the regular program?

The criteria most often used as a program evaluation was the post-test.

I£ children made more than an

average gain, the program seemed to be considered a suecess.
The laboratories visited and surveyed do not seem
to meet Rauch's criteria for evaluation.

It seems that

laboratories need to publish the results o£ evaluations as
well as the processes of evaluation utilized.
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A digression will be made to discuss the evaluation process for the child.

In programs visited and sur-

veyed, the basic criteria seemed to be success.

The child

did not receive a report card grade as a result of the
reading laboratory, but merely an evaluation of his
success.
Lindero Middle School (1971) in Agoura, California,
used a contract system whereby children set their own
goals and checked to determine if they were met.

A con-

tingency program was also used 1n which rewards were received for progress and completion of work.

This kind of

evaluation which directly involves the child is vital.
Children need to see that they are making progress, particularly in an area in which they have a little prior
success.

Conclusion

The ingredients which compose a successful laboratory formula have been discussed in the preceding pages.
The above discussion was based on literature and visits
directly concerning the reading laboratory.

The litera-

ture on objectives of reading programs, specialists,
organization, and evaluation, has not been synthesized.
More specific research should be published so that those
L .. ·-

-~-~---------.~~~-~~-~-----~--~~--~-~-~-~~-~~~~-~---·----·~---~--~~--~-----~----~-~--~-~--~.1
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who would undertake such a project could benefit from the
experience of their predecessors.

CHAPTER III

THE READING LABORATORY IN ACTION

It was concluded from the review of literature that
in order to establish an effective reading laboratory,
certain ingredients were necessary.

Those ingredients

included funding, objectives, enthusiastic personnel,
esthetic, practical environment, continuing diagnosis,
organization based on children's and Teachers' needs, communication with children, teachers, and parents, and continuous evaluation of the program.
This author was asked to establish a reading
laboratory as a resource teacher when Saugus Union School
District received a $27,000 (approximately $300 of this
was for materials with the rest for salaries and additional services) Title I grant which included money for
three reading laboratories and math laboratories.

The

author was responsible for establishing the laboratories
for two schools, Skyblue Mesa School and Hanby School.
Further reference will be made to these two reading
laboratories, unless otherwise stated.
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The reading laboratories were manned by a teacher
whose background in reading included diagnosis and prescription, who cooperated with teachers in planning reading programs and in supplementing the programs with
special help for individual children and/or special equipment not readily available in the classroom.
It would be appropriate to describe the communities
in which these two schools are located.

The backgrounds

of the children attending the schools were similar due to

the close proximity of the schools.

The families live in

rented or mortgaged homes from one to ten years old which
originally ranged in price from approximately $16,000 ·to
$25,000.

Many of the parents, including mothers, commute

to the San Fernando Valley or to Los Angeles to work.
Approximately four to five percent of the children are on
the list for Aid to Dependent Children.

Less than five

percent of the children are of races other than Caucasian
and the majority of these children are Mexican-Americans.
Approximately ten to twenty percent of the children in a
given school move during the year.

The ability of the

children falls within an average range of ninety-three to
ninety-five in terms of intelligence tests, yet approximately ten percent of the children experience reading

__ 9:_~~-~~-~~~ ty.

~-]'his~.-~a~-~<:·mnd_ like paE~~:!:-s e to ~ thos ~_E_ead'?.£~.
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teaching in the inner city, however, many problems felt by
Saugus children are similar to problems of children in
inner cities.
The ensuing sections describe the application of
each ingredient to the laboratories.

Goals and Objectives
In the preliminary discussion between the author
(resource teacher) and the two principals involved,
priorities and objectives were central to establishing the
laboratory.

It was decided to begin with the remedial

i

readers at the £our-five-six level as a target group and
include the primary grades as the opportunity arose.
Goals were established as follows:

1.

To provide assistance to students reading one

I

I!
I

to two years below grade level to supplement their reading

1

programs.

1

(This includes both children not reading to po-

l

tential and children who need additional help to continue
reading to potential).
2.

To provide assistance to

diagnosis, placement and correction

I
-teachers in the area o£ I
I
in reading so tha·t theyj
I

could more effectively meet the needs o£ their students.

!
II

3.

To involve parents in the children's progress.

4.

To provide independent enrichment activities

i
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for average to above average students so that teachers

could more directly work with remedial readers.

(Applied

to Skyblue Mesa School beginning in January).

Roles and Relationships

Roles and relationships were not defined at the
beginning of the project, but seemed to evolve as the
laboratory progressed.
were intertwined.

The relationships of the roles

Each person, the coordinator, principal,

resource teacher, and classroom teacher, was responsible
to all of the other people involved although each fulfilled specific duties.

The titles and respective duties

performed are listed below.

Coordinator.

The assistant superintendent of curriculum

supervised the entire project for all three schools by
outlining ·the program and delegating responsibilities to
individual schools.

All data were reviewed and syn-

thesized by him.

Principal.

The respective principals introduced the

project to their staffs, provided space and equipment as
the budget allowed, acted as a liaison between the parents,
teachers, and the resource teacher.

They periodically

checked on the progress o_f the children in the laboratory
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by visiting ·the lab on various occasions.

Resource Teacher.

The resource ·teacher (author) was

responsible for diagnosis of children referred to the
laboratory, schedules, prescriptions and materials, communication between all parties involved.

Classroom Teachers.

The classroom teachers were respon-

sible for developmental and corrective reading within the
classroom or team and communication with the resource
teacher, principals and parents concerning the reading
programs.

Environment

Two very different areas were provided for ·the
reading laboratories which had to meet the criteria of
being esthetic, yet practical.
The room provided at Skyblue Mesa School was the
size of a regular classroom, carpeted, and contained many
individual desks and charis as well as movable bookshelves.

The individual desks were grouped into areas

where listening equipment, viewing apparatus, controlled
reader, independent written work, language master, games,
typewriter, reading kits could be efficiently utilized.

l-~~-~-~~~. . ·---~~~-·~--~~---··-·-·.----~~
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The library corner contained a rotating book rack, the
library shelves, two pillows made by a student, and some
low beach chairs.

Materials which were used daily were

stored at the area in which it was practical to use them.
The desks provided space where answer sheets, paper and
other necessary materials could be kept handy (see
Appendix A).
A small, hexagonally shaped room located as a
center £or six classrooms, was designated as the Honby
School Laboratory.
as work centers.

Seven trapezoid tables were provided
Equipment and materials were stored on

two large immovable bookshelves.

Portable screens and

blackboards were utilized £or lessons.
An attractive book display was on the shelves along
with two cushions on which children could sit when reading (see Appendix A).
Each laboratory was very different in size, storag
space, and atmosphere, but each was arranged so that all
materials were accessible and so that the room remained
attractive, yet practical.

Organization

The goals o£ any reading laboratory cannot be
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The initial diagnosis of a referred student took
approximately one hour.

It included an interest inventory

(see Appendix C) and portions of the Gates McKillop
Reading Diagnostic Tests or the Spache Diagnostic Scales.
Each of these tests contains a wide range of short diagnostic tests covering various reading skills (see Appendix
D) •

As part of the continuing diagnosis, children ac-

cepted into the laboratory were referred for hearing,
vision, speech, and extended psychological services as
appropriate.
A conference was held with the classroom teacher
and the resource teacher immediately after the diagnosis
and interest inventory were administered.

The child's

specific strengths and weaknesses in reading were outlined
and recommendations were made concerning activities which
might be beneficial in the classroom.

The teacher's

program was discussed and it was again emphasized that the
classroom program was essential to tha success of the
child.
Scheduling proved to be a rather complex task.

The

resource teacher was available at Skyblue Mesa School on
Mondays and Wednesdays from 8:00-12:00 and at Honby School
at the same time on Tuesdays and Thursdays for reading.
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help for students to supplement
planning.

re~Jlar

program and

Math was scheduled in the afternoon.

It was

decided that children's schedules should not interfere
with reading, math, PeE., art, or recess.
Originally, laboratory children were to be grouped
according to individual needs regardless o£ regular class
or team groups.

Due to the conflicts in class schedules,

this proved impossible, therefore, many lab groups contained the students from a specific classroom reading
group.

Mobility was maintained by continuous diagnosis

and flexible grouping.

Group size ranged from one to

eight children depending on the range within the group and
individual needs.

Four children seemed an ideal size for

efficient skills presentation and individualization.
The length o£ time spent in the lab varied with
the needs and scheduling problems o£ the individual.

In

the beginning, as a group was formed through diagnosis,
it was scheduled for one hour every other day.

The

children spent approximately one-hal£ hour in individual
or small group instruction with the resource teacher, and
the other one-hal£ hour doing prescribed independent or
limited-choice activities wherein the child could choose
one o£ three independent activities which would be o£

~~~l~~~i ~~~~~~-?~~~I~i~d- h"=~-~~ fo"~-~~!~-~~-~!:~~h__ thes~~--~.'?_!_i'!:£ti:=_sj
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were recorded.
Daily plans were made by the resource teacher in
accordance with the previously diagnosed needs and kept
on file cards.

As skills were mastered by an individual,

they were noted on the diagnosis and skills record £or
each individual (see Appendix E).
Materials and equipment were provided in the areas
o£ phonics, linguistics, comprehension, listening,
pleasure reading, structural analysis, and perception.
Machines, books, and practice exercises were integrated
and utilized as needs were diagnosed.

Most materials were

available in a wide range o£ readability and skill levels,
therefore, were easily adapted to individual needs (see
Appendix D).
In December another teacher was added to the program, although the resource teacher was required to continue at both schools.

The planning and scheduling then

took place as in a team situation with both o£ the teachers deciding on prescriptions and following through with
many handwritten notes and phone calls at night concerning
little problems and communications.

The program was ex-

panded so that children could attend five days a week i£
it were necessary.

The children who attended daily usual-

ly spent £or-ty-£ive minutes in the laboratory. A major
--------~~~--~~~-~--~--- - -------~

L.~~~~~··---·----.--~--~--~-----~·-~~-~~~·-~~--~~--~--
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portion of that time was spent with the teacher in group
or individual instruction with ten-fifteen minutes
spent in independent activities.
It also allowed for an experiment with a combination laboratory for independent enrichment activities as
well as remedial activities at Skyblue Mesa School.

The

faculty, principal, and resource teacher agreed to a plan
whereby materials could be centralized within the reading laboratory with a check-out system if a teacher wished
to use materials within his classroom for any reason.
The materials centralized in the lab included selfchecking listening materials, skills-development booklets
such as the Barnell Loft Specific Skill Builders, EDL
controlled reader with study guides, SRA Dimensions kit
which had a wide range of readability levels.

These

could be used independently by groups of four average and
above average students to improve reading skills.

The

classroom teacher and the resource teacher met and decided
which materials and levels were most appropriate for his
students and scheduled times accordingly (see Appendix G).
The classroom teacher was responsible for checking
the child's progress and for changing the material when
he felt it was necessary.
each

acti~::d

The resource teacher explained

the standards

I

I

f~_E us~n~he~J:.~E__"!:~~-~"<:':~C?.J::l,~-·'
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group.

Practice in the activity was provided during the

training session on a Friday when remedial students were
not regularly scheduled.

The fact that the laboratory was

a place where the children could improve their reading
skills without being graded was emphasized to these children.

They were made aware of the fact that the materials

would be viewed by their teachers to check for strengths
and weaknesses, but that effort and self-improvement were
the important goals in the laboratory.
A cross-tutoring program was established at Honby
School using sixth-grade students as tutors for primary
youngsters for whom no regular remedial help was available.

The tutors met with ·the resource teacher and the

classroom teachers involved and received an orientation
at the onset of the program.

II

They continued work with thel

classroom teacher and the children for the rest of the
year.

I

The classroom teacher stated that this was very

effective for the first graders who may not ordinarily
have received help.
Referral and diagnosis procedures were maintained
throughout the year.

Through continual diagnosis and

£le..'<ible scheduling, groups remained mobile.

The en-

I

richment activities at Skyblue Mesa School were effective-!
ly scheduled and maintained by the classroom teachers,
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thus involving relatively little time on the part of the
resource teachers.

A wide variety of equipment and

materials on a wide range of readability and skill levels,
many of which accommodated both enrichment and remedial
students.

The tutorial program established was a g:reat

aid in providing remediation for primary children.

Cotn_munication

In order to maintain an effective reading laboratory, communcation is necessary between all concerned
parties: the child, the resource teacher, the classroom
teachers, the principal, and parents of the child.
The most important communication is between the
child and the resource teacher.

The child must under-

stand the purpose of the laboratory, the function of the
teacher, and the importance of the goals they pursue
together.

If the child does not see each of these things,

he may begin to resent the time he spends outside his
classroom and believe that there is no reason for him to
waste time in the laboratory.

He must see the teacher

as one in whom he can confide and who will help him to
learn the skills he does not possess.
Several methods of communicating with teachers were
~attempted

this first year of the. laborato_fY_!____QgiJ:ef~l~~
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and activities by the resource teacher through personal
conferences and regular communication.
The principal, classroom teacher, and the resource
teacher worked diligently to provide the parents with communication abou·t the laboratory.

A letter was sent home

and a group conference was held at the beginning of the
year to explain to parents the purposes of the laboratory
and to describe the various materials and methods to which
their children would be exposed.

General suggestions

were given as to how they could help their children.

In-

dividual conferences involving the parents, classroom
teacher, and principal, took place throughout the year as
necessary with scheduled conferences in June to evaluate
the child's progress and give recommendations for further
help.

The child was invited to attend a portion of these

conferences so that he would be aware of his parents'
and teachers' interest.

Evaluation

Evaluation of many programs, it was concluded from
literature, was based primarily on the progress determined
by pre and post-test scores of the participants.
evaluation sometimes included teacher
gram.

It was further concluded to be

Other
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a program must utilize ongoing evaluation to continue improvement.

The reading laboratories established in Saugus

by the author were evaluated by the author, classroom
teachers, parents, and children involved.
Briefly, it would be beneficial to discuss the continuing evaluation which took place throughout the year.
Children kept progress charts and/or graphs on independent
activities.

Children evaluated their success daily as

they mastered skills prescribed on the basis of diagnosis.
The program was evaluated by the resource teacher,
by the progress of the children, changes in attitude as
measured by a survey, by teacher, and parent evaluation
(see Appendix I).

At the time of the writing of this

thesis, all results were not tallied so exact statistics
were unavailable.
Evaluations by the children indicated:

1) they

would like more choice as to activity, 2) generally enjoyed
coming to the laboratory, and 3) believed that they had
progressed in reading.

Children indicated that they en-

joyed and learned most from independent self-checking
activities and specific skills lessons.

One must view

these indications in light of the fact that the classroom
teacher as well as the laboratory aided the child in the
progress of reading and in his attitudes.
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Teachers seemed to desire more help from the
laboratory teacher, a continuation of the

progr~m

as it

was (they felt the laboratory was beneficial regardless of
scheduling conflicts), and more communication.

They be-

lieved most of the children in the program had shown
growth in ability and in attitude.
Parents' opinions were not received at the time of
writing, howeveJ:, some projections can be made on the basis
of conversations.

Most parents seem to want some concrete

activities which will help their child and more communication from the school concerning the progress of the child.
In the opinion of the author, the strengths of the
laboratory plan were:
1.

Individualized small-group activities supplementing the classroom programs.

2.

The centralization of materials at Skyblue
Mesa School to provide self-checking independent activity for remedial, average, and
above average readers.

3.

Attractiveness of the environments.

4.

Cooperation of most teachers.

5.

Increased parent interest.

6.

Progress of the students. At the time of this
writing with one-half of participants posttested, the average gain was 1.2 years.

7.

Improved attitude. Children seemed to like
themselves and reading better due to success.
'----~-~~~~-T_h_e_s_c~h_e_d_u_l_i_ng allowed the resou~-~-~- te~_?h~£~---- _
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to diagnose and prescribe more extensively £or each child ·than is usually
possible in the regular classroom.
The chief weakness seemed to be in the area o£
communication.

The resource teacher expected certain ele-

ments to be present in classroom teachers' backgrounds and
reading programs without clearly outlining ·them.

Many

teachers seemed reluctant to ask £or help or ·to accept the
invitation issued by the resource teacher to come and discuss materials and placement.

The resource teacher dis-

cussed children's problems with their teacher and explained
the progJ=am in the laboratory, but it did not always seem
to be extended by the classroom teacher.

It seemed that

not enough opportunity was provided to allow £or classroom
and laboratory visits which would have been a means o£
opening communication.
There also did not seem to be enough parent communication.

More information should have disseminated

concerning individual children than was provided in the
single-group and individual conferences.

The screening o£

children to determine which children would benefit £rom
the laboratory was made difficult by inaccurate diagnoses
by the classroom teacher.

Children were referred who

seemed to have very little weakness in reading, whereas
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some children were never referred who had many reading
problems.

The classroom teacher, in a few instances, ex-

pected the laboratory program to replace his program and
therefore did very little to provide for the child's
reading in class.
A few groups were too large £or effective individual instruction.

The numbers o£ children should be re-

duced to allow for quality rather than quantity.
More ongoing evaluation, goal setting, and record
keeping should have been provided within the situation.
The children responded well to checking the progress that
was provided and it seems that they would benefit £rom
more.
The following is a list o£ future recommendations
based on the evaluation summaries:
1.

Organize a planning committee representing

teachers, principal, and resource teacher to plan priorities, procedures, and informal inservice.
2.

Provide instruments for diagnosis that all

teachers may use throughout the year and which will allow
for more effective screening of lab candidates.
3.

Plan more observation time in the classroom.

Possibly have the resource teacher observing and aiding in
diagnosis £or the first three weeks o£ school and allowing I
~---"-~---~~-----~----~--------------~-------~--------------~----1
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time throughout the year when the classroom teacher and
the laboratory teacher can observe each other in action.
4.

Limit the size of all g:roups accepted into the

laboratory basing acceptance strictly on priorities.
5.

Provide more opportunities for child to set

long range and daily goals and to evaluate progress.
6.

Allow for time for better record keeping by

students and the resource teacher by devising a concrete
simple system.
7.

Allow for more planning with the classroom

teacher and resource teacher to promote consistency between the programs.
8.

Involve parents in the activities of the

laboratory to a greater degree.

A possible schedule might

be a group conference in October to explain program, individual conferences in November, a Christmas activity involving children and parents, a spring activity, and a
final individual conference.

A newsletter might be pub-

lished and mailed once every two months with the aid of
some industrious parents.

Possibly a parent aide program

could be initiated.
9.

Provide more independent, self-check activities

to continue to provide instruction with specific prescriptions.

Care must be exercised not to allow children
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with remedial problems to totally £unction without
teacher direction and help.

Group activities and one to

one teaching are essential to the children's progJ.:-ess.

10.

Continue the enrichment activities at Skyblue

Mesa School and try to implement some at Hanby School if
space is provided.

Try to provide a wider variety of 1n-

dependent activities for those average or above average
children and encourage teachers to make careful selection
of activities and monitor the activities to note progress

or problems.

11.

Allow, if possible, for a teacher at each

school to provide consistency and a more thorough program.

12.

Utilize research to determine effectiveness

of the program on a long-range basis.

CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSIONS

The thesis represents an attempt to utilize research in a specific area in a practical manner.
The review of literature revealed various components of a reading laboratory including objectives, funding, organization, communication, environment, personnel,
and evaluation.

Each was utilized to some degree in each

laboratory surveyed
to program.

althou~1

emphasis varied from program

There seemed to be a lack of literature

specifically related to the reading laboratory although
there was an abundance of information concerned with the
components of a laboratory.

Evaluation, enrichment-remedi

combination laboratories, communication, and objectives
apparently need more specific research.
The effective implementation of each component
of a reading lab requires a great deal of effort on the

part of all involved.

Goals and priorities must be clear-

ly outlined.
Children must receive careful diagnosis and prescription to facilitate reading to their maximum potential.
-------··----··------·
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Careful scheduling and flexible planning are
necessary to insure the most effective use of the laboratory.
Communication is essential or the laboratory cannot be maximally effective.
Evaluation of the reading laboratories indicated
a problem with communication, lack of accurate diagnosis
and referral, and various specific problems.

One of the

outstanding strengths was the effective combination of
enrichment and remedial prog:.ra..rns while others included
changes in attitude, gains in reading ability, cooperative
planning, and effective utilization of materials.

The

recommendations address themselves to the problems revealed
in the evaluations of persons involved.
Each of the ingredients essential to an effective reading laboratory must be considered in light of each
individual school situation.

Money available, personnel,

and materials are especially dependent upon the individual
circumstances of each school.

It is to be hoped that

others will ex-plore and consider this valuable alternative
reading program.
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APPENDIX A
Diagram Honby Reading Laboratory
This lab is situated in a small cen·ter room

L

G

c

a

,
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D
E
F
G
H
I

-·
-

Instructional Area
Filing Cabinet
Teacher Desk and Storage
Work Area-Language Master
Library Display - Material Storage
School Storage - Portable Chalkboard
Listening Area
Independent Work
Counter - Folder Storage
J - Counter - Materials
K - Filmstrip or Independent Work Area
L - Classrooms

r-1
\0

Diagram Skyblue Mesa School
This lab is situated in a regular classroom
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EB

H

A
B
C
D
E

-

F
G
H
K
L
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Library Corner
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Independent Work Area
Listening Center Tape Recorders
Filmstrip Record Center
Independent Work Area
Storage Cupboard
Language Master
Teacher Desk
Chalkboards

I
I

I

·I

I
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APPENDIX B
The following form was utilized by teachers who
wished to refer students who were one to two years below
grade level in reading for consideration in the laboratory.

READING LABORATORY REFERRAL FORM

Child 1 s Name

-------------------------------- Grade-------Teacher
--------------------------------------- Room~-------------

Approximate Instructional Reading Level ______________________
Tests Used

----------------------------------~---------------------

Comments

----------------------------------------------------------

I
'---~-~-~-~---~~----------~---~--~--~--~---~~~--------~~J
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APPENDIX C
This inventory was given to each student referred
to the reading laboratory.

The examiner asked the ques-

tions and noted answers.

Name

-----------------------------------------------

Grade

----~-

INTEREST INVENTORY
1.

What do you like to do in your spare time?

----------------

F-------------------------------------2.

With wom?

How many brothers and sisters do you

-------------------have?
----------------

What are their names and ages?__________________

3.

Do you have any special interests or hobbies?

------

What?

------------------------------------~---------------------~------

5.

How often do you go to the movies?

-------

What are

your favorite pictures?

--------------------------------------------

M1ich of these kinds of pictures do you like? (comedy, sad,
western, news, love, mystery, gangster, adventure)
6.

Do you have a T.V.?______What 1s your favorite

program(s)?--------------------------------------·--------·----How much time do you spend?

----~---------------------------------

7. Tell me which o£ these places you have been (£arm,
circus, zoo, art museum, Disneyland, Magic Mountain, Marine
land, a play, concert, picnic, sport event

--------------------

64

another city, beach, mountains, camping, vacation_ _ _ _,_ _

~-------------------------~---------------------·----~)
Have you taken a trip by car, bus, plane, boat-M1ere?

8.

Do you have a pet?

9.

Have you been to any other schools?_____________

-----------------

What?

---------------------1
1

Where?________________~·---------------~-----------------------------!
Do you like school ? ______What is the best subject?____

1

___________Worst subject 7--------·---------Best thing you have ever done in school?--~---------!
What kinds of activities would you
like to see in reading'? (listening, independent work,
library. fun, Sra, reading games_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ )
Do you like to read?

-------To

listen to someone read?

--------

What is your favorite books?

--------------------------------------

Do you go to the library?______ Which of these kinds of
books would you like to have around to read?

(mystery,

animal stories, plays, sports, adventure_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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APPENDIX D

MATERIALS ill~D EQUIPMENT UTILIZED IN SKYBLUE MESA ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL AND IN HONBY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL READING LABS

The materials listed below were used in the labs
and found to be practical, flexible and durable.

It is

important to remember that materials must be selected which
are effective within the situation in which they are used.
Diagnostic Tools
Test

Publisher

Gates McKilloE Reading Diagnost~~ Tests
Arthur I. Gates, Anne S. McKillop

Bureau of
Publications

A comprehensive diagnostic test containing sections to measure oral
reading, vocabulary various phonics
skills, auditory discrimination,
auditory blending, and structural
analysis. Levels 2-6 (reading).
Diagnostic Reading Scales
George D. Spache

California
Test Bureau

A comprehensive test designed to
measure oral reading, silent reading,
reading potential, comprehension,
and phonics skills.
Wepman Auditory Discrimination Test
Joseph M. Wepman
An orally administered individual
test to determine child's ability
to discriminate between sounds.

Language Research
Associates
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San Diego Quick Assessment Test
An informal test used to determine
instructional reading level using
vocabulary.

San Diego State
College

Collins Phonics Spot Check (Can be obtained
in reading department, California State
University, Northridge)
An informal measure designed to
diagnose child's recognition of
beginning, ending consonants,
vowels, blends.
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test
Lloyd M. Dunn

American Guidance
Service

Brie£ test of verbal capacity,
administered individually.
Other formal tests and analyses can be located
in Buros, OaK. Sixth Mental Measurements Yearbook,
Highland Park, New Jersey: GrYPhon Press, 1965.
Phonics Practice Materials
Material

Publisher

Phonics Is Fun
Workbooks, levels 1-3

Modern Curriculum
Press

Phonics
Workbooks, Levels A-C

Modern Curriculum
Press

Conquests in Reading
One workbook designed to review
phonics and vocabulary skills.

Webster DivisionMcGraw Hill

Phonics Selma HeJ:r
Workbooks - four levels presenting phonics skills, a fifth reviewing all skills for r~nedial
children fourth grade and up.
Crossword puzzles available.

IMED
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Vowel Sounds
Tapes with followup lessons
presenting long and short
vowel sounds.

Milton Bradley

Phonics We Use Learning Games Kit
Game kit containing ten games to
reinforce phonics

Lyons Carnahan

Phonics Rummy
Games to reinforce phonics skills
on various levels of mastery

Kenworthy

~roup

Garrard Press

Spelling Learning Games Kits
Kits to increase phonics and
spelling skills. Levels A-F

Lyons Carnahan

A.D.D. Program
Useful for introduction of sounds
for children with difficulty in
ru1ditory discrimination.

New York Times
Teaching Resources

Systems 80 programs
Programmed materials designed
to teach and reinforce phonics
skills by using Systems 80
machines.

Borg Warner

Sounding Game
Bingo game

Linguistic Practice Materials
Material

Publisher

SRA Basic Reading Series
Levels A-F--presents words
on 1-3 grade level in patterns.
Stories follow patterns.

Science Research
Association

Sullivan Programmed Readers
Programmed books in workbook
form which introduces words in
short frames.

Webster Division
McGraw Hill
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SRA Com2rehensi ve Reading Series
Application of linguistic skills
for upper grade children.

Science Research
Association

Language Master ProgJ:ams 1-2
---cards reinforcing linguistic
patterning for use on Bell and
Howell Language Master

Bell and Howell

f_erceptual and Listeni_E.£l Skills Practice
~eptual

Comm~nication Skills,
Developing Visual Awareness and
Insight Selma Herr

IMED

Workbook emphasizing visual acuity
Erie Program-P~rceptual Motor Exercises
Various exercises to develop
New York Times
perceptual skills
Teaching Resources
Dubnoff School Program
Workbooks at three levels to develop
visual perception
Marianne Frostig yisual

Perce~tion

Developme~f:

New York Times
Teaching Resources
Consulting Psychologist Press

Workbooks based on Frostig Tests
of Visual Perception used for
specific areas diagnosed.
Listen and Think
Six levels of tapes designed to
develop listening skills using
various comprehension areas.

E.D.L.

Perceptual Communication Skills-Developing A~ry Awareness and
Insight--Selma Herr
Levels 1-2 used for elementary
school to develop listening aware·~
ness. One teachers manual covers
all programs.

IMED
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High Interest Low Vocabulary Series and Kits
Book or Kit

Publisher

New Reading Skill Builders
High interest stories on levels
1-6 with comprehension development, Audio Tapes available for
some stories in each level

Reader's Digest
Educational
Division

Reading Incentive Series
Ed Radlauer
Many high interest books about
such things as drag 1:acing with
actual photographs

Bowmar

The Time Machine Series
Gene Darby

Field Educational
Publications

Designed for primary and intermediate students. Records
available.
§tanch£ield ApEreciateYour Count:r;:y
Series
Jo Stanchfield
A series on levels from primer-3
interesting for boys. Followup and
games can be obtained

Leswing Communications Stone
Educational Publications

SRA Reading Laboratory
Multilevel cards in a kit. Each
card contains skill and comprehension practice. Kits available
on various levels.

Science Research
Association

Miscellaneous Kits and Workbooks for
Skill Practice
Material

Publisher

Macmillan _?.eading Spectrum
Skills practice in vocabulary,
comprehension word analysis from
4-6 reading levels. Programmed

Macmillan Company
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Barnell Loft Specifi~ Skills Series
Levels A-F, includes skills practice
in following directions, getting the
facts, locating ·the answer,drawing
conclusions, using context, getting
main idea, and working with sounds.

Barnell-Loft

Barnell Loft Pictocabulary
Fourth through sixth reading level
development of vocabulary with
tests included.

Barnell-Loft

Merrill Diagnostic Readin~ordboo~
Series
Workbooks levels 1-6 containing
individual stories with comprehension practice.

Charles E. Merrill

Reading Skills Lab
Progra~ned skills reading level
4-6 including reading :for different
purposes, overcoming meaning difficulties, unlocking strange words.

Houghton Mifflin

Random House In§ividualized Reading
Random House
Program
An individualized reading progJ:am
which contains books centered around
various interests available on
various reading levels. There is a
folder for each book with various
activities for the child to develop
vocabulary, skills, and comprehension.
A teacher's folder on each book with
questions and diagnosis is contained
in the kits. A specific skills practice kit comes with the program.
Scholastic Individualized Reading Program
Kits contain paperback books for
Scholastic
individualized reading, skills ditto masters, teacher 1 s manual, and activity
files.

I
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Dimens~ons

in Reading
A multilevel kit with reading
levels from 3.9 -7.0. Stories
are centered around various
interests.

Science Research
Association

Audio Visual ?guipment
EDL Controlled Reader Jr.
A reading machine. Study
guides and filmstrips are
available on various levels.

EDL DivisionsMcGraw Hill

Record Player
Filmstrip Projector
Cassette and reel to reel tape recorder
Overhead Projector
2 listening stations--12 earphones
Systems 80
Machine which has various programs
to develop reading skills.

Borg Warner

Books for teacher resource
The following books are especially useful as resources for
teacher made materials and games:
Bloomer, Richard.

Skill Games to Teach Reading, Instruc·tor

Elkwall, Eldon. Locating and Correcting Reading Difficulties Charles E. Merrill
Fresh Ideas for Teaching ReadinQ, International Reading
Association
Garrison, Evangeline Individualized Reading·-Self Paced
Activities, Instructor
Hall, Nancy, ~ue-Handbook of Remedial Reading Tec]J.niques
for Classroom Teacher, Educational Services, Inc., Box
219 Stevensville, Michigan.
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APPENDIX E

.---l

This sheet was used to record pre and post-test

I

scores as well as notes as to specific skills needed and
materials utilized.

STUDENT READING WORKSHEET
Diagnosis and Materials Utilized
Name

Grade

---

Teacher

Tests Used
Gates McKillop Reading Diagnostic--Oral Reading Level
Flash Vocab.

I

Untime Voc

Spache Diagnostic Scales--Oral Instruct. Level (incl.
Comprehension)

Vocabulary

Other

Interests

Needs Help in the following areas:
Names of letters
Consonant Sounds
Vowel Sounds
Blends or Digraphs
Variant Sounds--Irregular Spellings
Affixes
'""--·

I

·-·--··~--~-~
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Syllabication
Application of Skills £or increasing fluency
level

&

reading

----

Comprehension Skills

MATERIALS UTILIZED IN READING LABORATORY*
SRA Linguistic Series
Sullivan Programmed Readers
EDL Controlled Reader (series)
SRA Reading Lab
Merrill Skill text
Conquests In Reading
SRA Kaliediscope
SRA Reading for Understanding
Merrill Diagnostic Series
Listening
Cracking the Code
Barnell Loft Specific Skill
Reader's Digest Skillbuilders
RSL Skill Kit
McCall Crabbs
s·tone Grover Reading
Other

-

*Portions of many materials are used in the reading
laboratory. Only those materials used with regularity
will be marked.

Laboratory Teacher

L.___.

~----~-~~-~~--~~----~~-
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APPENDIX F
These plans are altered depending on needs.

Weekly Group Lesson Plans
Lori, Dean, Mike
Time:
Monday

9:30-10:15
9:30-10:00
Present words
Captain Bunker's Ghost
18-25
Begin silent reading
Individuals read with
Mrs. Conwell

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Review words
Introduce prefixes
un, de, mis - emphasize using them to
sound words
Worksheet-check
individually
Present words
Captain Bunker 1 s
Ghost 26-31
Silent reading for
main ideas
Individual oral reading.
Discuss main ideas
Review words
Review un, de, mis
Introduce pre, re
Play game of
prefixes

Week of May 5
10:00-10:15
Lori - Getting Main
Idea C
Dean - Tape page Captain
Bunker's Ghost
Mike - Language Master
Long vowels

Lori)
)
Dean)
)
Mike)

Listen and
Think C-2
Getting main
idea

Finish story
Lori - Tape page of Capt •
Bunker's Ghost
Dean - Language masterprefixes
Mike - Getting Main
Idea C
Lori)
)
Dean)
)

Mike)

Controlled
Reader C-4
Set at 15
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These plans are altered daily depending on needs.

Individual Lesson Plans
Name

-----------------------------------------

Monday

Tuesday

8:30-9:00
Meet with Mrs.
Conwell
Read 13-18
Reader's Digest
Review tion, sion
Meet with Mrs.
Conwell
Check worksheet
Review word cards
Orally read 18-20

Week of April 20

9:00-9:30
Worksheet
Silently read 18-20
Barnell-Lo£t B
Working with Sounds

Questions p. 20
Controlled Reader
B -

4

Wednesday

Meet with Mrs.
Conwell
Check questions
Introduce ation,
ness
Introduce words
21-25

Worksheet ation, ness
Read silently 21-25
Tape your favorite
page

Thursday

Meet with Mrs.
Conwell
Listen to tape
Check worksheet
Review word cards

Write 3 questions
about story
Select activity
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APPENDIX G
Honby Elementary School Remedial Schedule

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thurs.

10:50-11:20

Jess
Shelly
Cindy
Ronnie

Richard
Bobby
Colleen
Don

Jess
Shelly
Cindy
Ronnie

Richard
Bobby
Colleen
Don

10:30-10:50

Chris
Mike
Marie
Randy
Mark
Myra
Sandra
Raymond
Bobby
Tony

10:00.;.10:30

9:30-10:00

Fri.

~

0

'H
(/)

0..
;::$

0

~

0\0..

-

r-l

C)

·r-l

'H

(})

..c::

•r-l r-l
C)

((j

(\) •r-l

o..o
(/) (\)

Paul
Rhonda
Cindy

9:05+9:30

r-l
r-l

8:30-9:00

Jodie
Mary
Mark
Tim
Kristy

8:10-8:30

Brian

(/)

((j

Dennis
Lori
Donna

8:35-9:05

0..

Kathy
John
David
Ron

Dennis
Lori
Donna
Jodie
Mary
Mark
Tim
Kristy

C)

r-l
r-l

·r--1
~

Kathy
John
David
Ron

I

-

-

-~~--~~~-~~-~·~-~~---~=~-
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Skyblue Mesa Elementary School
Independent Enrichment Activities
Four children can be scheduled from each room to
each independent skills center. Teachers placed
names in the time slot desired.

Time

8:30-9:00

Listen and
Think
M Tu W Th F

----(/)

(/)

(/)

'0

J-1

l-1

J-1

s
r-1

s
r-1

Q)

Q)

J-1

cd

~

0

::r:

~ s ~
·rl r-1 ·rl
Q)

H

~

Q)

::r:

H
Q)

H

9:30-10:00

(/)

H

H

fJ
()

s
r-1

'D

'0

't)

s
r-1

0

Q)

fJ
u
::8

(/)

r-1
r-1

r-1

::r:

~
Q)

(/)

l-1

::8

Cil

0

::r:

::r:
r-1

Q)
~

(/)

~

J-1

!:::

Q)
.~

l-l
Cil

H

r-1
r-1

(/)

-~----

'D

Q)

::r:

~

Barnell-Lo£t
s:2eci£ic Skills
M Tu W Th F

r-1

'0

~

-----

Q)

~
Q)

9:00-9:30

Controlled
Reader
M Tu W Th F

Q)

::r:

Q)

~
~
(/)

0

Q)

Q)

Q)

:>.,

~

r.::

!:::

Q)

::r:

(/)

:>.,

~
Q)

Q)

H

r-1

't)

Cil

Q)

fJ

u

Q)

'D

u
~

~
~
(/)

0

::8

H

;!

.

~

!:::

(/)

I

r-1
r-1

10:30-11:00

r-1
r-1
Q)

co
r-1
r-1

11:00-11:30

r-1
r-1

r-1
r-1
Q)

CCI

Q)
~
(/)

Cil

::r:
r-1
r-1

Q)

Q)

<ll

..0

..0

..0

~

u

~
cd
u

-

~

u

-

\))

J-1

11:30-12:00

Q)

.0
4-!
0

::r:

~~

-~-~--k~--- --~-~~~·~~-~~·
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APPENDIX H
Each parent o£ a remedial student received this
letter when the student was accepted into the
laboratory.

Dear
_______________..;has been selected to participate 1n the Sky Blue Mesa Reading·-Math Laboratory in
order to supplement his/her reading/math prog:ram.
The laboratory was instituted to give your child
an extra opportunity to advance in the skills necessary £or
math or/and reading.

We hope that this learning situation

will greatly benefit each child.
I£ you have any questions regarding your child's
progress in this special program, please call or make an
appointment to see me.

I am available at Sky Blue Mesa

School on Monday, Wednesday, or Friday for con£erencing.
Sincerely,

(Mrs.) Patricia Conwell
Reading, Math Specialist
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APPENDIX I
This can be used as an attitude survey £or each
child in the laboratory. One can determine his
feelings toward himself, the lab, and reading.
Saugus Union School District Attitude Survey
Name

Date

I like school

always

I read library books
I like myself

always

I read at home

often

My parents read to me

most o£ the time
often

sometimes

most o£ the time
sometimes
often

sometimes

never

never
sometimes

never

never

sometimes

I enjoy coming to the reading lab (IPRAC)
of the time

sometimes

never
always

most

never

This year my reading has

improved

stayed the same

gotten worse
This year my parents think my reading has
stayed the same

gotten worse

This year my teachers think my reading has
stayed the

s~me

improved

gotten worse

I wish I were someone else
sometimes

improved

always

most o£ the time

never

My favorite activities in the lab {IPRAC) have been,
choose three, library projects
reader

reading games

SRA kit

group activities

Controlled
Sullivan

'------~----:::._-==-~----=-----"'---------------~~~--~~~-~··~·
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SAUGUS UNION SCHOOL DISTRICT
Teacher Evaluation o£ the Laboratory Programs
Please circle the response which best indicates your
feelings about the laboratory program's effectiveness.
1 indicates that the program has not been effective
in the specific area mentioned, 5 indicates that the
program has been very effective. 0 indicates that the
item is not applicable.
The lab (IPRAC) has been of benefit
to the children I send.

0

1

2

3

4

The pullout program is worth the
scheduling inconveniences.

0

1

2

3

4

5

I received as much assistance as I
desired in my classroom from the
resource teacher.

0

1

2

3

4

5!
I

My students' reading skills have
improved

0

1

2

3

4

5

My students' self concepts seem more
positive since they received special
help.

0

1

2

3

4

51I

My non English speaking students have a
better understanding and usage of
the English language.

0

1

2

3

4

5!

Students who had adjustment problems
seem to be adjusting to the school
situation satisfactorily.

0

1

2

3

4

5

I received as much assistance as I
desired from the resource teacher
in planning reading programs.

0

1

2

3

4

5!

My students' attitudes seem generally
to have improved since the program
began.

o

1

2

3

4

5--

I
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~~

I

received sufficient communication
concerning children in the program.

0

1

2

3

4

5

Your comments and suggestions concerning the progJ:am will be greatly
appreciated.

-

~·-·-~~

,_,.

--

-·--

-------~~~---·-·~-~~~~~
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This parent evaluation of the program may be
filled in by the parent or by the teacher in
an interview with the parent.

SAUGUS UNION SCHOOL DISTRICT PARENT EVALUATION OF PROGRAM

Check the response which best indicates your opinion of
the item.
My child seems to have improved in reading
since he began the program.

Yes

No

I received as much information about the
program as I desired.

Yes

--

No

I would appreciate more general meetings
about the program.

Yes

--

No

I believe that the parent conference was
valuable.

Yes

--

No

I would appreciate a new.s bulletin
regularly about the program.

Yes

--

No

I received as much specific information
about my child's progress as I desired.

Yes

--

No

--

--

---

--

---

Please write any comments you may have concerning your
child's progress and the reading program.

1------·-----------------------------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX J

This skills sequence sheet was developed by a
reading curriculum committee in Saugus Union
School District. It was a ~lide within the
Reading Laboratories.

READING OBJECTIVES OUTLINE
(Prepared by Patricia Conwell, Geri Gruss, Judy
Griffin, Candy Snyder, Robert Moloznik)
I.
II.

FOUNDATIONAL READING SKILLS (KINDERGARTEN) - to be
developed.
DECODING SKILLS
A. Word analysis
1. Phonetic analysis
a. Rhyming
b. Consonants
1. Initial
2.
Final
c. DigJ:aphs
d. Vowels
1. Short
2.
Long
e. Clusters (blends)
f. Phonetic parts
g. Variant sounds
1. Sounds of "c 11
2.
Sounds of 11 g 11
3.
Sounds of 11 p 11
h.
Irregular spelling
11
1.
kn 11
11
2.
wr 11
3 •
II gh II
2. Structural analysis
a. Letters
1. Capital
2. Lower case
b. Verb forms
c. Noun forms
d. Possessives
e. Compound words
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f.
g.
h.
i.
B.

Affixes
1. Prefixes
2. Suffixes
Syllabication
Contractions
Abbreviations

Vocabulary
l. Sight
2. Specific word meanings
a. Context clues
b. Meaning of prefixes
c. Homonyms
d. Synonyms
e. Antonyms
f.
Multiple meanings

III. COMPREHENSION SKILLS
A. Literal comp~ehension
l. Noting correct sequence
2. Reading to follow directions
3. Reading for detail
4. Pronoun referent
Bo
Interpretive comprehension
l. Main Idea
2.
Conclusions
3. Comparisons
4. Character Traits
5. Inferences
C. Critical comprehension
1 • Fact and Opinion
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APPENDIX K

PREFACE
The following is a portion of a learning disabilities guidebook - coauthored by Candace
Snyder and the author.

This portion of the handbook is a guide as to
some of the activities which can be provided by the classroom teacher for the child who has specific kinds of read·ing disabilities.
After specific informal diagnostic tests for oral
reading, comprehension, auditory discrimination, and word
attack skills, the child can be given appropriate

activi~

ties for his specific problem.
As with other learning disabilities, reading
problems are often caused by many interrelated factors.
While specific activities are a beginning, other steps must
be taken to cope with the child's disability.

Since

physical problems sometimes are a cause, the health history
should be noted.

The child's vision and hearing should be

tested, and unusual health factors investigated.

All past

standardized test scores should be examined and things
consistent with the disability noted.

The child should be

tested by an appropriate specialist to determine his

_j
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learning capacity.

Many times he might be considered a

remedial reader (a child with average intelligence with
his reading one or more years below grade level) when he is
actually reading at a level consistent with his ability.
At this time his perceptual abilities should be also noted.
Emotional £ac·tors play an important part in all learning
disabilities.

The teacher should make an e££ort to dis-

cover as much about the child and his environment as possible.

Child and parent interviews, as well as interest

inventories are a valuable tool in this e££ort.

Anecdotal

records o£ the child's classroom and playground interactions can be an aid.

Above all, the teacher must get to

know the child and begin to make him £eel successful and
worthwhile i£ he is to deal with the problem.
As a caution, this section is only a sample o£
the kinds o£ activities which may aid the child in dealing
with specific reading problems.

It is limited only by the

classroom teacher's creativity and ingenuity.

PROBLEM
Fails to recognize the
:following:
a.

Consonant sounds

b.

Vowel sounds

c.

Blends

d.

Digraphs

POSSIBLE
DIAGNOSIS
Phonetic
Analysis

METHOD OF
DIAGNOSIS

-

Collins Phonics
Spot Check
Botel Phonics
Check
Wepman Auditory
Discrimination
Basal Reader
(lack o:f word
attack)
Spelling Mastery
List (KottmeyerWare)

CLASSROOM STEPS
FOR REMEDIATION

REFERENCE

Ideal Picture
2,3,5,10,12,
Cards (pictures &
14,16,18,21,
words)
22,23
Dolch Consonant &
Vowel Cards
SRA Basic Reading
Series
SRA Word Games
Lyons Carnahan
Phonics Game Kit
Magic E (Dolch)
Word Patterns List
Success in Spelling
(Kottmeyer-Ware)
Working With Sounds
(Barnell Loft)
Word Analysis
(Macmillan Reading
Spectrum)
Phonovisual
Phonics We Use &
Phonics Is Fun
(Modern Curriculum Press)
Phonics Quizmo
Rhyming Words
Consonant Lotto
Vowel Lotto
Speech to Print Phonics

co
co

PROBLEM

POSSIBLE
DIAGNOSIS

Difficulty in recognizing commonly used
words.

Lack of
sight vocabulary

Sounds out commonly used
words
Substitutions

METHOD OF
DIAGNOSIS
Dolch Words List
Durrell List
San Diego Quick
Assessment
Wide Range
Achievement
Qu,eens College
Word List
Basal Reader

CLASSROOM STEPS
FOR REMEDIATION

REFERENCE

Language Master
Dolch Word Ga..TIJ.es
Dolch Puzzles
Password
Wardo (Bingo with
words)
Concentration
Diary of words
mastered

1,2,3,4,6,
14,16,23

3,6,14,23

Fails to recognize
affixes, contractions,
roots, compound words

Structural Oral Reading
Analysis
Informal Tests
Skills
(e.g. change
do not into
don't, find
find the root
word, etc.)

Matching activities
Make new words using prefixes and
suffixes) Building
words by using parts
of words
Prefix and suffix
wheel - Basal text
workbook

Fails to recognize
syllables and accents

Syllabication
Skills

Feel jaw move (jaw
2,3,14,16,
moves once for each
17
syllable)
Clapping syllables or
the "beat" of word
Use skills to divide words
Unscramble words
written in syllable

Fails to use
syllabication
generalizations

Break words
into syllables
Orally say
syllables

co
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PROBLEM
Fails to apply clues
in definition, experience, comparison,
synonym, and reflection of mood
Fails to look for
context clues

POSSIBLE
DIAGNOSIS
Context
Clues

METHOD OF
DIAGNOSIS
Cloze Test
Oral question
Story writing
Oral reading
Reading inventory

CLASSROOM STEPS
FOR REMEDIATION

REFERENCE

Password
2,3,6,12,14,
Concentration
16,17,21,22,
Barnell Loft
23
Story writing
Matching card games
(e.g. Old Maid,
Rul111l1Y)
Word wheel, Wordo
Lotto
Bill Martin Sounds
Cloze procedure
Rebus writing
Scrambled Words
(commercial game)
Sentences with new
words which define
the new word (e.g.
11
The chef was in the
kitchen cooking
dinner. 11 )
Completion activities

1.0

0

PROBLEM

POSSIBLE
DIAGNOSIS

Cannot alphabetize, use
dictionary, index,
table of contents

Study Skills

Selects books too
difficult for him

Library
Skills

Lacks interest
Lacks motivation
Inattention, Discipline
problem
Hates reading
Dislikes school
Careless work habits
Easily annoyed

Attitude in
Reading

I

METHOD OF
DIAGNOSIS

Interest
Inventory
Child Interview
Parent Interview (if
feasible)
Anecdotal
Record

CLASSROOM STEPS
FOR RElVIEDIATION

REFERENCE

Dictionary races
3,4,5,8,17,
Sentences using
18,21,22,23
unfamiliar words
Respelling bingo
Card catalog
Index (Find:
)
Give clues as to
how to find the
"right" book
Diary
1,2,3,5,7,
Contract System
13,17,20,21
Decoding for Reading
(Macmillan)
Filmstrips with
records or teachermade tapes
Abbott Reader
Gear materials to
interst (e.g$ Bowmar
Morgan Bay Mystery
Series, Bill Martin Series)
Books of choice
SRA kits
Sullivan Readers
Games £or specific skills
Stanchfield series
Typing
Lan~~age experience
Listening tapes and records

[_
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